Simple construction of plant RNAi vectors using long oligonucleotides.
RNA interference (RNAi) is one of the most important technologies currently available for the analysis of gene function. However, despite the development of various methods, it is still difficult to construct RNAi vectors for plants with the appropriate inverted repeat fragments to produce double-stranded RNA for knockdown experiments. To solve this problem we have developed an easy and simple method to make RNAi constructs using two long oligonucleotides consisting of partially complementary sequences without the need for PCR amplification and multiple cloning steps. CHS RNAi plants generated using this method showed yellow seed color and a decrease in antocyanin content--phenotypes typically observed in CHS loss-of-function mutants. Moreover, we demonstrated specific knockdown of both the PHYA and PHYB genes using a tandem RNAi construct. This method thus represents a powerful tool for gene knockdown in plants.